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UNIS VERT L’ART PRESENTS ITS COLLECTIVE ECOSENSITIVE OF 40 ARTISTS IN VISUAL ARTS.
Forty renowned artists for the most part and emerging for some, deliver their
visions inspired by Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth's artifacts with the
collective exhibition "UNIS VERT L'INTEMPOREL" at the LIVART Gallery.
Opening: April 26, 17H -21H in the presence of the artists, free admission
Exhibition: April 24 to May 1, 2018 (closed Monday)
The Livart: 3980 rue Saint-Denis, Montreal, H3W 2M3
Unis Vert l'Art inaugurates its fourth eco-artistic event with nearly 40 artists,
notorious for many, including André Fournelle, Don Darby, Françoise Issaly,
Jean-Daniel Rohrer, Marc Garneau, Michel Beaucage, Laurent Lamarche,
Pierre Leblanc, Peter Hoffer and Yves Louis-Seize.
As part of its renovations, the Queen Elizabeth Hotel commissioned Unis Vert
l'Art inc. (formerly mandated for the "Château Allant Vert" project at Château
Frontenac in Quebec City in 2012), in order to recover silverware as well as
recyclable heritage and prestigious materials in order to make works of art
through professional artists, safeguarding our heritage, while contributing to the
well-being of the planet. The exhibition will bring together nearly 80 works of art
from different disciplines, such as sculptures, paintings, photographs and
installations.
This exhibition addresses an eco-sensitive vision, and proposes a new and
current look at our consumer society, while enhancing our heritage assets.
These artists offer an unusual approach to their journey, unveiling a unique look and evoking a new
meaning to these artifacts rich in inspiration.

About Unis Vert l'Art
Unis Vert l'Art is a cultural and ecological company that has been organizing eco-artistic projects in
Quebec since 2008. Combining art and environment, Unis Vert l'Art collects recyclable artifacts steeped in
history, structures events, often in collaboration with other companies, and promotes artists and their
works of art.
www.unisvertlart.com

About the Livart
Livart is a multidisciplinary contemporary art center whose mission is to promote the accessibility of the
arts to the general public, located in a very particular place; the former presbytery of the Sanctuary of the
Rosary and St. Jude, an iconic building on the Plateau-Mont-Royal.

www.lelivart.com
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